About Les Jensen
(Short Bio)
Les Jensen began his lifework as an engineer in broadcast television, where he worked
every day with high-power television transmitters. This hands-on experience with
immense amounts of energy would later convey to him the language that he would
ultimately use in his spiritual writings.
While moving through immense mental and emotional struggles in his life, Les discovered
that vast amounts of energy were present within his subconscious, which he came to
recognize as his own personal karma. As he worked with his own energy, clearing out that
which did not promote his dreams coming true, Les discovered a purity located in the
core of his being. After releasing his unresolved subconscious patterns that had bound
this energy, Les discovered an inner light within himself, a light that had always been
there, the light of love itself.
In 2009, Les created New Human Living, a platform that promotes personal
empowerment and Les’ life purpose of being of service to others. He is also host of New
Human Living Radio, where he enjoys insightful conversations with guests who are
shaping the future of human consciousness.
Les' most recent book, Citizen King: The New Age of Power, was published by Balboa
Press in July 2015, and talks about how we can show up in an authentic and powerful
way, fulfilling the vision of our heart and soul. In 2013, Les wrote Personal Power
Fundamentals, an e-book that reviews the fundamental nature of our own personal
power, including how to overcome one’s karmic propensities.
Les makes his home in Boulder, Colorado, USA. To learn more, please visit
NewHumanLiving.com and LesJensen.com.
About Les Jensen
(Full-Length Bio)
Les Jensen began his lifework as an engineer in broadcast television, where he worked
every day with high-power television transmitters. This hands-on experience with
immense amounts of energy would later convey to him the language that he would
ultimately use in his spiritual writings.
While moving through immense mental and emotional struggles in his life, Les discovered
that vast amounts of energy were present within his subconscious, which he came to
recognize as his own personal karma. While experiencing a life-changing and powerful
event while in his mid-thirties, Les discovered how we store the immense power of karma
within our own personal energy persona. Working with immense amounts of energy
during his career provided him with an understanding of the language needed to explain
the nature of one’s personal power.
As he began to study the nature of his own personal power, Les discovered an ocean of
unconditional love within his own heart. He learned how to bring himself into alignment
with it, discovering that limitless power actually expands the more you use it, and
realizing that power as love itself. He understood that this love has no boundaries, no
limits.
As he worked with his own energy, clearing out that which did not promote his dreams
coming true, Les discovered a purity located in the core of his being. He was then able to

map the energetic nature of his human experience, which also translated to the same
energetic nature found in all of humanity. After releasing his unresolved subconscious
patterns that had bound this energy, Les discovered an inner light within himself, a light
that had always been there, the light of love itself.
Over time, Les came to understand this inner light as the light and love of his very soul, a
point of Divine love that had immense power to it. His soul had a purpose in mind for his
life. It had an idea of what his ideal life would look like.
Les began to honor this inner life purpose. He began to share this information with others
so that they, too, could find their own inner light and set themselves free, living in this
place of inner heaven while living out the human experience. Living from a place of
authentic personal power. Living in the light. Living life fulfilled. Bringing Heaven to Earth
and experiencing it—from the inside out.
In 2009, Les created New Human Living, a platform that promotes personal
empowerment and Les’ life purpose of being of service to others. He is also host of New
Human Living Radio, where he enjoys insightful conversations with guests who are
shaping the future of human consciousness.
Les' most recent book, Citizen King: The New Age of Power, was published by Balboa
Press in July 2015, and talks about how we can show up in an authentic and powerful
way, fulfilling the vision of our heart and soul. In 2013, Les wrote Personal Power
Fundamentals, an e-book that reviews the fundamental nature of our own personal
power, including how to overcome one’s karmic propensities.
Les makes his home in Boulder, Colorado, USA, where he enjoys hiking, exploring the
Rocky Mountains, and engaging others in passionate dialogue about the philosophy of our
human nature.
To learn more, please visit NewHumanLiving.com and LesJensen.com.

